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Abstract:

Background: Targeted Temperature Management (TTM), previously known as therapeutic hypothermia is an important tool for prevention and reversal of neurological injury and mortality reduction. Over the recent period, the use of induced hypothermia has raised many questions and recent large, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have failed to demonstrate the benefit of TTM on clinical outcomes. The objective of this article was to compare different studies on neurological outcomes after use of TTM in different clinical situations, different temperatures and rates of cooling.

Methods: We incorporated studies from 1950s to recent years using search engines like PubMed, Science Direct, Google Scholar.

Results: Initial two small, unblinded trials have demonstrated improved neurological outcome in out of hospital shockable cardiac arrest. Recent studies showed that TTM was not associated with higher rates of survival or favorable neurological outcome in patients with IHCA and was rather associated with potential harm, lower likelihood of survival after discharge and long term neurological survival. TTM also didn’t show any favorable results in non-shockable cardiac arrests. Hypothermia of 36°C did not confer much benefit over 32°C -34°C.

Conclusion: Recent large studies didn’t show no strong evidence that TTM is highly effective. Further methodologically robust studies are required in both shockable and non-shockable cardiac arrest for TTM to have any effect on neurological outcome.

Introduction:

Mild therapeutic hypothermia, now known as Targeted Temperature Management (TTM), has been proposed for patients resuscitated after cardiac arrest by American Heart Association (AHA) in 2005 to improve rates of long-term neurologically intact survival. Cardiac arrest, both in and out of hospital, occurs commonly and results in high mortality and neurologic morbidity. This article will provide a focused update on the advances in the care of post cardiac arrest patients, highlighting the benefits, controversies and adverse effects of therapeutic hypothermia as a treatment for global ischemic brain injury.

What is Targeted Temperature Management?

Targeted temperature management refers to deliberate reduction of the core body temperature, typically to a range of about 32°C to 34°C (89.6°F to 93.2°F) in patients who don’t regain consciousness after return of spontaneous circulation following a cardiac arrest.

Ischemia-Reperfusion Brain Injury---Neuroprotective mechanism of hypothermia:

Circulatory collapse following cardiac arrest initiate anaerobic metabolism which disrupts adenosine triphosphate–dependent cellular pumps, resulting in excessive calcium and glutamate excretion. This excess makes brain cells more excitable, causing worsening hypoxemia leading to mitochondrial and cellular death. Cellular death along with disrupted the blood–brain barrier results in cerebral edema, producing further damage.

Even though the mechanism underlying the neuroprotective effect of hypothermia is not fully understood the recent randomized trials demonstrate that therapeutic hypothermia is associated with improved survival and functional outcome and has numerous hypotheses. Hypothermia reduces the cerebral metabolic rate for oxygen (CMRO2) by 6% for every 1°C reduction in brain temperature >28°C in a normal brain. The ability of hypothermia to affect multiple points of the injury cascade may contribute significantly to its success as an intervention. These effects include retarding the initial rate of ATP depletion13,16, reducing intracellular calcium, which can in turn lead to mitochondrial damage, free radical injury and apoptosis (programmed cell death)17-18, reducing excitotoxic neurotransmitter release20, altering intracellular messenger activity21, reducing inflammatory responses22, altering gene expression and protein synthesis23,24, changing glutamate receptor regulation25 and limiting the breakdown of the blood–brain barrier26, neuronal apoptosis, and death1.
Duration and methods of cooling:

Cooling should be initiated as soon as possible after ROSC but appears to be successful even if delayed (e.g. 4 to 6 hours). The European study suggests that the sooner cooling is initiated after reperfusion from cardiac arrest, the better the outcome. Attainment of a core temperature of 32°C to 34°C had an interquartile range of 4 to 16 hours. Three phases of TTM include induction, maintenance, and rewarming. Normothermia should be restored only slowly as rebound hyperthermia is common and should be avoided. Rewarming can be begun 24 hours after the time of initiation of cooling, with avoidance of hyperthermia. One can obtain 2 cooling blankets and cables (one machine) to “sandwich” the patient; each blanket should have a sheet covering it to protect the patient’s skin. Cooling techniques also include packing the patient in ice (groin, chest, axillae, and sides of neck), use of wet towels, cooling helmet and fanning the patient to bring to a temperature between 32°C and 36°C; with avoidance of packing ice on top of the chest, which may impair chest wall motion. In a recent study, intravenous infusion of 30 mL· kg⁻¹ of crystalloid at 4°C over 30 minutes reduced core temperature significantly and did not cause pulmonary edema. The incidence of complications is likely to increase if the core temperature falls considerably below 32°C. Rewarming should be undertaken slowly to avoid worsening neurologic injury, sudden vasodilatation, and shock. So careful monitoring of temperature with sedation is important during use of therapeutic hypothermia.

Clinical trials favoring TTM:

For decades therapeutic hypothermia had been advocated as a treatment to improve neurologic outcome in hypoxic brain injury after cardiac arrest. In the late 1950s successful use of moderate hypothermia (28°C to 32°C) to protect the brain against the global ischemia during some open-heart surgeries and post cardiac arrest were described. But the early studies showed that moderate hypothermia was associated with many complications and was not clearly beneficial. In 2002 two prospective, multi-centered, randomized, controlled trials with mild hypothermia with target temperatures of 32°C–34°C applied to comatose survivors after cardiac arrest compared with a normothermic control group have demonstrated improved neurologic outcome in Europe and in Australia. In the Australian study (n 77), 21 of 43 patients (49%) of VF related cardiac arrest treated with hypothermia had good neurological function at discharge (to home or a rehabilitation facility) compared with 9 of 34 (26%) in the normothermia group (RR 1.85, 95% CI 0.97 to 3.49, NNT=4). Mortality at discharge was 22 of 43 (51%) in the hypothermia group and 23 of 34 (68%) in the normothermia group (RR 0.76, 95% CI 0.52 to 1.10, NNT=6). In European study 273 patients with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest due to shockable rhythms (ventricular fibrillation or ventricular tachycardia) at 9 European centers, hypothermia (32-34°C) led to improved survival (59% at 6 months vs. 45% with usual care) and better neurologic outcome (55% vs 39% achieving CPC 1-2). Both studies included only patients with ventricular tachycardia and ventricular fibrillation.

In October 2005, as a result of these two small studies, the Advanced Life Support (ALS) Task Force of the International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation (ILCOR) made the following recommendations: unconscious adult patients with spontaneous circulation after out-of-hospital cardiac arrest should be cooled to 32°C to 34°C for 12 to 24 hours when the initial rhythm was ventricular fibrillation (VF). Such cooling may also be beneficial for other rhythms or in-hospital cardiac arrest even though there were not many studies to prove that. On the other hand, some randomized control trials also suggested no significant benefit in neurologic outcome and survival at 6 months in OHCA for 33°C and 36°C. Hypothermia – is it ineffective or harmful?

So far, all the early studies mentioned were of small, unblinded and some were just observational studies, conceivably not taking all the factors in consideration, created or inflated by the lack of blinding to treatment allocation with its possible biases, or simply teams being over excited for a possibility of new beneficial treatment and proving its potential. In recent times the largest international, multicentered, randomized trial yet, Niklas Nielsen et al. probe further, examining whether TTM is effective in patients with (VT/VF) and without shockable rhythms (PEA/asystole), hypothermia at a targeted temperature of 33°C in unconscious survivors of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest of presumed cardiac cause did not confer a benefit as compared with a targeted temperature of 36°C.

In RINSE trial authors randomized ~1200 patients with out of hospital cardiac arrest in Australia to either therapeutic hypothermia initiated pre-hospital with 2 liters of 3°C saline infusion or usual prehospital care. All patients were then transported to cardiac care centers where therapeutic hypothermia was performed as standard post-arrest care. Temperature targets at the cardiac centers changed during the trial, with many centers switching from a 36°C to a 33°C target based on the TTM study. Patients with shockable rhythms receiving the cold saline did worse immediately, with 41% achieving return of spontaneous circulation, vs. 50% achieving ROSC who did not receive cold saline. But the standard care patients caught up, unfortunately: equivalent proportions of patients survived to hospital discharge (a dismal 10% vs 11%). It was hypothesized that the extra fluid bolus in patients with cardiac failure may have resulted in the initial deaths after unsuccessful CPR.

Hassimi Edris et al. and Kim F et al. conducted a large OHCA survivors cohort study highlighting the independent association between TTM and better improved neurological outcome at discharge in shockable (VT/VF) patients at hospital discharge. In contrast, TTM was not associated with good outcome in non-shockable (PEA/Asystole) patients. Further investigations are needed to clarify this lack of efficiency in PEA/asystole where induced hypothermia was related to a trend toward a rather harmful effect. Not only that, a study in a large national registry shows that treatment with TTM was not associated with higher rates of survival at discharge or favorable neurological survival in patients with
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In-Hospital Cardiac Arrest (IHCA) and was rather associated with potential harm and with a lower likelihood of survival to hospital discharge and a lower likelihood of favorable neurological survival in one year observation29. Because the In-Hospital Cardiac Arrests differ markedly in response times, comorbidity burden, and cardiac arrest etiology from the out-of-hospital setting. These observational findings warrant a large randomized clinical trial to assess efficacy of TTM for in-hospital cardiac arrest. Many argue that the absence of benefits seen in these cases was not because deep hypothermia is not helpful – rather it was because the patients weren’t cooled quickly enough during CPR or in the time of intra-cardiac arrest. Additional studies of intra-arrest cooling are needed to investigate alternate techniques other than bolus cold saline for induction of therapeutic hypothermia during CPR30.

Dumas et al prospectively observed 1145 consecutive victims of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest who survived to admission in France between 2000 and 2009. Among VT/VF patients, 65% got therapeutic hypothermia, while 60% of PEA/asystole patients did, with higher proportions receiving hypothermia later in the study period (86 and 73% respectively). Most people in the PEA/asystole cohort had asystole (80%). Therapeutic hypothermia was strongly associated with improved neurologic outcome in VT/VF (44% in those cooled vs. 29% in those not, p<0.001), but seemed to make no difference in PEA/asystole (15 vs 17%)35.

Besides these TTM can also produce potential adverse effects, including arrhythmias by slowed cardiac conduction, hyperglycemia due to insulin resistance needing more insulin dose36, coagulopathy by slow platelet function leading to hemorrhage37; infection by impaired leucocyte function38. Hypothermia induced ‘Cold diuresis’ leads to hypovolemia, hypokalemia, hypomagnesemia and hypophosphatemia39. Until further data are available, therapeutic hypothermia should not be used for patients with severe cardiogenic shock or life-threatening arrhythmias, pregnant patients, or patients with primary coagulopathy.

**Conclusion:**

American Heart Association Guidelines for targeted temperature management following cardiac arrest based on two small, unblinded studies which was shockable rhythms out of hospital cardiac arrest. More recent larger studies including non-shockable rhythms in hospital cardiac arrest have not shown enough benefits rather few studies showed worse outcomes who got hypothermia. Patients experiencing cardiac arrest in the hospital are a very different population than those experiencing arrest outside the hospital, they’re sicker and receive resuscitation including defibrillation much earlier. In trials that have studied the effect of varying temperature, TTM with targeted temperature of 33°C compared with 36°C in unconscious survivors of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest has not shown much promise, in some cases worsening the prognosis. In addition, rapid cooling versus slow cooling is another burning question. So the important questions that need to be answered definitively are, “when, how and how much? We need larger series of standradized, randomized, double blinded clinical trials in different clinical, in and out of hospital setting with alternate cooling techniques and registry-reported data to answer all these questions.
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